
2018 Primetime Emmy® Awards Ballot

Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (One Hour)

Altered Carbon

Out Of The Past
February 02, 2018

Waking up in a new body 250 years after his death, Takeshi Kovacs discovers he's been resurrected to
help a titan of industry solve his own murder.

The Americans

Harvest
May 09, 2018

Philip and Elizabeth come together for a perilous operation unlike any they’ve ever had before. Stan and
Henry spend a little quality time together.

Berlin Station

Everything’s Gonna Be Alt-Right
October 15, 2017

Under the direction of new Chief of Staff BB Yates (Ashley Judd), Daniel Miller (Richard Armitage),
Robert Kirsch (Leland Orser), Valerie Edwards (Michelle Forbes) and the rest of Berlin Station embark
on an unsanctioned operation to uncover a possible Far Right terrorist attack.

Billions

Elmsley Count
May 31, 2018

Axe dominates a capital raise event, but is soon challenged by an unexpected competitor. Chuck looks
to strike the ultimate blow on an enemy. Wendy reckons with past decisions, and chooses a side.
Connerty confronts Sacker about Chuck's activities. Taylor takes a big position.

Black Lightning

The Resurrection And The Light : The Book Of Pain
April 10, 2018

Tobias returns to Freeland and is tasked to capture Black Lightning; after a battle of epic proportions,
Anissa and Jennifer provide surprising aid.

The Chi

Today Was A Good Day
February 11, 2018

A neighborhood block party brings Brandon, Ronnie, Emmett and Kevin together. Brandon has a
confrontation with Ronnie and is surprised when Jerrika brings another man.



Chicago Fire

It Wasn't Enough
September 28, 2017

With most of the squad trapped inside a burning warehouse, Chief Boden makes a risky decision in an
effort to save his men. Dawson deals with her father who has plans for himself. Brett's childhood friend
Hope visits and Kidd goes head-to-head with her landlord.

Chicago Med

Over Troubled Water
January 16, 2018

Dr. Charles feels pressure when Dr. Choi and Dr. Manning criticize his medical decision regarding an ill
newborn baby. Dr. Rhodes comes to terms with his relationship issues. Goodwin helps Bert understand
Lyla's sickness.

Chicago P.D.

Saved
April 18, 2018

After Voight witnesses the kidnapping of a woman with a connection to his past, Intelligence works to
find a connection between her kidnapping and several bank robberies. Ruzek gets a tip that a grand jury
has been summoned, putting Olinsky one step closer to standing trial for Bingham’s murder.

Code Black

The Same As Air
May 16, 2018

After a huge freeway crash the team must rescue the trapped occupants, cutting them free and get
them to center stage. A plane crashes in the woods, will the helicopters get them to hospital in time?
will they survive in surgery?

Counterpart

The Crossing
December 10, 2017

Howard Silk discovers the truth about where he works. The Office of Interchange searches for an
assassin.

Criminal Minds

Mixed Signals
April 18, 2018

The BAU is called to Taos, N.M. to investigate an UnSub who is targeting his victims' temporal lobes.
(TV-14 L, V)

The Crown

Misadventure
December 08, 2017

As Philip leaves for a long tour, Elizabeth makes an upsetting discovery. Prime Minister Eden wants to
strike back after Egypt seizes the Suez Canal.



The Deuce

Pilot
September 10, 2017

Vincent Martino leaves family life in Brooklyn behind for the vibrancy of ’70s Times Square; veteran
prostitute Candy struggles with a double life; flamboyant pimps dominate their stable of streetwalkers.

The Exorcist

Help Me
November 17, 2017

As the exorcism begins, the fate of the foster home hangs in the balance; Marcus and Tomas are tested
to their limits.

The Expanse

IFF
April 18, 2018

The Rocinante answers an unexpected distress signal. Bobbie and Avasarala find themselves being
hunted by a mysterious captor. UN Secretary-General Sorrento-Gillis brings in a colleague from his past
to lend an ear during this crucial time of war.

Fear The Walking Dead

This Land Is Your Land
October 01, 2017

Alicia is thrust into a position of leadership where she's forced to make life-changing decisions.

Fear The Walking Dead

What's Your Story?
April 15, 2018

A lone traveler's wearying journey is interrupted by new acquaintances, some who become friend,
others who become foe.

For the People

Pilot
March 13, 2018

Set in the United States District Court for the Southern District of New York (a.k.a. “The Mother Court”),
six talented young lawyers work on opposite sides of the law and handle the most high-profile and high-
stakes federal cases in the country.

Game Of Thrones

Beyond The Wall
August 20, 2017

Jon and the Brotherhood hunt the dead. Arya confronts Sansa. Tyrion thinks about the future.



Get Shorty

Shot On Location
September 24, 2017

Miles struggles to keep production challenges at bay before a studio executive's visit; Rick and Louis
navigate their own relationships and the issues they pose to the film.

Girlfriends' Guide to Divorce

Rule #10: Just Survive
August 24, 2017

Abby (Lisa Edelstein) and Barbara (Retta) clash over big financial decisions. Abby considers
reconnecting with an old flame. An errand for Gemma brings Phoebe to JD’s door. Delia and Paul take
their working relationship to the next level. Jo attends a silent retreat and confronts Albert.

The Good Doctor

Islands (Part 1)
January 08, 2018 - January 15, 2018

Shaun joins Lea for an unannounced road trip. Melendez and Claire attempt a risky organ transplant
between conjoined twins.

Gotham

A Dark Knight: Thats Entertainment
April 12, 2018

The Arkham inmates are still running freely in Gotham and they're only getting more difficult to catch.

Grey's Anatomy

Danger Zone
October 26, 2017

In a flashback to Iraq in 2007, the events leading up to Megan’s kidnapping are revealed. In present
day, Owen and Megan hash out old wounds.

Halt And Catch Fire

Goodwill
October 07, 2017

Cameron helps Donna pack up; Bos makes his famous chili; Joe helps Haley recover a memorable
keepsake; Gordon and Donna fight.

The Handmaid's Tale

June
April 25, 2018

Offred reckons with the consequences of a dangerous decision while haunted by memories from her past
and the violent beginnings of Gilead.



Hap and Leonard: The Two-Bear Mambo

T-Bone Mambo
March 21, 2018

Leonard locates Bacon, a local diner cook, to find out more information about Florida's disappearance.
Hap is arrested by Officer Reynolds and taken to meet the local Klan chief, Truman Brown.

Happy!

Destroyer of Worlds
January 24, 2018

Finally reunited, Sax and Happy make one last push to save Hailey while Amanda pursues a dangerous
lead all by herself and Blue and Isabella come to blows over a dark family secret.

Here and Now

Eleven, Eleven
February 11, 2018

The “perfect” Bayer-Boatwright clan prepare for the 60th birthday party of their patriarch – as cracks
emerge in their progressive, multiracial family. After a troubling incident at the party, Parents, Audrey
and Greg, take their Columbian-born son, Ramon, to a therapist who has an unexplainable connection to
the young man.

Homeland

All In
April 22, 2018

Saul’s team arrives in Russia under diplomatic cover. The Russians deny their interference with Keane’s
presidency. When the operation to kidnap Simone fails, Saul blackmails a Russian general. The general’s
gunmen raid the GRU, seeking Simone, but Carrie has taken her place. Saul gets Simone. Keane is
relieved from office.

I'm Dying Up Here

Creative Indifferences
August 13, 2017

Goldie forces Cassie to take sides. Adam has an epic set, but shows Ralph up in the process. Ron helps
Eddie get revenge. Nick discovers a new path. A shocking event changes everything for Goldie and her
comics. Season finale.

Imposters

See You Soon, Macaroon
May 31, 2018

Niagara Falls is the backdrop as the Bumblers, Maddie, Max, Sally, and Sofia try to stay one step ahead
of the Doctor in an attempt to ensure their freedom… and make the score of a lifetime.

Into the Badlands

Enter the Phoenix
April 22, 2018

Sunny returns to the Badlands, seeking a cure for his son Henry. The Widow and Chau wage a bloody
civil war. A new threat emerges.



Killing Eve

Nice Face
April 08, 2018

MI5 security officer Eve Polastri is bored in her job and yearns for a more exciting life. When a Russian
politician is murdered, Eve is tasked with protecting the only witness and soon finds herself on a
collision course with violent and extraordinary assassin, Villanelle.

Knightfall

Do You See the Blue?
February 07, 2018

Vastly outnumbered, the Templars must fight for their lives in a battle with the Red Knights.

Krypton

Hope
May 16, 2018

Lyta and Zod come up with a plan to stop Brainiac, while Seg must decide if he’s willing to make the
ultimate sacrifice in service of the greater good of Kandor.

Legion

Chapter 16
May 22, 2018

The path forward is revealed

Loaded

The Expo
August 28, 2017

The gang are looking forward to launching their long-awaited new game at the Expo, but Watto has
other ideas.

Lost in Space

Impact
April 13, 2018

On the way to a space colony, a crisis sends the Robinsons hurtling toward an unfamiliar planet, where
they struggle to survive a harrowing night.

Madam Secretary

My Funny Valentine
April 01, 2018

As the 20th anniversary of the American embassy bombing in Mali approaches, emotions run high
among the State Department staff, who had personal connections to lives lost that day, including
Elizabeth, who must decide if the U.S. should lift sanctions against the country deemed responsible.



The Magicians

All That Josh
March 07, 2018

Quentin, Kady and Alice try to convince an old friend to return home. Eliot and Margo face the
consequences of their actions. Julia and Fen try to help a young girl.

Marvel's Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D.

The End
May 18, 2018

To save Coulson or let him die is the quandary that the team find themselves in, as the wrong decision
will cause the destruction of Earth, in the season finale episode.

Marvel's Jessica Jones

AKA Playland
March 08, 2018

Waking up in unfamiliar surroundings, Jessica once again finds herself torn between two worlds and
facing an impossible choice.

Marvel's The Punisher

Memento Mori
August 18, 2017

As the authorities close it, an exhausted but unbroken Frank vows to put an end to the war that has
consumed his life.

The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel

Pilot
November 29, 2017

In 1958 New York, Midge Maisel’s life is just how she pictured, a loving family and elegant dinners in
their Upper West Side apartment until she learns of her husband’s affair. No longer a housewife, she
surprises everyone when she decides to be a stand-up comic.

McMafia

Episode 4
March 19, 2018

Alex unlocks a way to attack Benny Chopra & Vadim in Mumbai. He & Rebecca announce their
engagement, but she starts to think he is hiding something.

Mindhunter

Episode 2
October 13, 2017

Holden interviews the eerily articulate murderer Ed Kemper, but his research provokes negative
feedback at the Bureau.



Mr. Robot

eps3.4_runtime-error.r00
November 08, 2017

E Corp in chaos. Elliot is on the run. Darlene comes to help. Can’t stop won’t stop Angela. FTW.

Narcos

Sin Salida
September 01, 2017

Peña plans another covert operation to take down a key Cali cartel member, but he risks running out of
time during his search.

9-1-1

Pilot
January 03, 2018

Emergency responders must try to balance saving those who are at their most vulnerable with solving
problems in their own lives.

Orange is the New Black

Storm-y Weather
June 09, 2017

As chaos descends on Litchfield three days into the riot, the inmates wonder what the future holds and
seek solace in loved ones.

The Orville

Pria
October 05, 2017

Rescued by The Orville,The beautiful Pria Lavesque instantly charms the entire crew, but Kelly doesn't
trust her. After Ed dismisses Kelly's suspicions as jealousy, Kelly enlists Alara's help to investigate.

Outlander

The Battle Joined
September 10, 2017

After living through the Battle of Culloden, Jamie finds himself at the mercy of unforgiving British
victors, until a connection from his past provides his only hope of survival. Meanwhile, a pregnant Claire
attempts to adjust to life in the modern world of 1940s Boston – and life with Frank.

Ozark

Sugarwood
July 21, 2017

The Byrdes and their teenage kids, are an ordinary family. Except for the job of Marty, a Chicago
financial advisor who also serves as the top money launderer for the second largest drug cartel in
Mexico. When things go awry, Marty must uproot his family and relocate to the Ozarks.



Peaky Blinders

The Company
December 21, 2017

During the boxing match, Arthur follows a hunch. Tommy is inspired by some words of wisdom from
Alfie Solomons and gets valuable intel from Jessie.

Power

You Can't Fix This
September 03, 2017

When tragedy befalls the St. Patrick family, Ghost and Tommy seek retribution. Tasha tries to keep
things together at home. Meanwhile, Angela uses her own skills and resources to figure out what Ghost
is hiding.

Preacher

On The Road
June 25, 2017

Jessie, Tulip, and Cassidy hit the road in search of God and are stalked by a killer cowboy from hell.

Queen of the South

El Camino de la Muerte
July 13, 2017

Teresa embarks on a spiritual journey after being captured by El Santo, the mysterious cult-like leader
who is their new supplier.

Ray Donovan

Horses
October 01, 2017

A last-ditch medical trial sends Ray on a dark mission in New York. Alone in LA, Abby turns to Terry and
Bridget to help her make the toughest decision of her life.

The Resident

Family Affair
March 19, 2018

Nic and Conrad admit a homeless Jane Doe, whom they believe was dropped off by another hospital
during a charity event for Chastain.

Rise

Opening Night
May 15, 2018

It’s opening night and Lou makes a bold last-minute decision to reinvigorate the cast and crew, putting
his own career at risk. Over the course of one evening, the troupe makes decisions that will forever
change Stanton Drama, but in the process realize what it may have done for them.



Riverdale

Chapter Thirty-One "A Night to Remember"
April 18, 2018

The magic of Broadway and the horror of Stephen King come to Riverdale. The cast of Riverdale reenacts
"Carrie - The Musical". A dark-yet-catchy cautionary tale exploring the gritty realities of small-town high
school life.

S.W.A.T.

Pilot
November 02, 2017

Follows a locally born and bred S.W.A.T. lieutenant, Hondo, who is torn between loyalty to the streets
and duty to his fellow officers when he's tasked to run a highly-trained unit that's the last stop for
solving crimes in Los Angeles.

A Series of Unfortunate Events

The Hostile Hospital (Part 2)
March 30, 2018

A bearded Klaus and Sunny comb the hospital's crumbling halls for Violet, who's being held prisoner
under Count Olaf's questionable "care."

Shameless

The Fugees
January 07, 2018

Frank's business takes a turn, sending him on the run. Ian's run-in with a minister brings unexpected
allies. Meanwhile, Fiona tries to fit in with Ford's friends and Lip must decide whether to tell Sierra about
Charlie's past.

Shooter

The Dark End of the Street
August 08, 2017

Bob Lee and Isaac discover the world’s greatest assassin is now on American soil. Flashbacks to a
mission in Afghanistan reveal his identity. Julie finds a new coping method. After embedding with a new
source, Nadine shows up to Swagger ranch to share suspicions of a military conspiracy.

Snowfall

Trauma
July 26, 2017

Franklin and Leon deal with the thief. Teddy goes to extreme measures to protect the CIA. Lucia and
Gustavo connect in the aftermath of the previous night.

Star Trek: Discovery

Into the Forest I Go
November 12, 2017

Bypassing Starfleet’s orders, Lorca uses the U.S.S. Discovery crew’s ultimate asset, the ship itself, in an
effort to end the war with the Klingons once and for all.



Step Up: High Water

Episode 1
January 13, 2018

After their mother is arrested, twins Janelle and Tal are sent to live with their Uncle Al in Atlanta.
Janelle learns about a performing arts school, High Water, in their new neighborhood, which may just
change everything.

The Strain

The Last Stand
September 17, 2017

In the series finale, Quinlan devises a desperate plan, but the costs are enormous. Eph wrestles with his
conscience, Fet undertakes a suicide mission, and Dutch and Gus dig in for battle as humankind makes
its final stand against the Master and his Strain.

Stranger Things

Chapter Eight: The Mind Flayer
October 27, 2017

An unlikely hero steps forward when a deadly development puts the Hawkins lab on lockdown, trapping
Will and several others inside.

13 Reasons Why

Bryce and Chloe
May 18, 2018

Chaos erupts at school in the aftermath at Bryce's testimony. Jessica tells Chloe about the clubhouse.
Alex's memories come rushing back.

This Is Us

The Most Disappointed Man
November 07, 2017

Randall adjusts to the foster system; Kate and Toby take the next step in their relationship; Jack and
Rebecca finalize Randall's adoption.

Timeless

The Darlington 500
March 18, 2018

Using a tip from Flynn, Lucy, Wyatt and Rufus chase the Mothership back to 1955 South Carolina to stop
a future NASCAR champion from becoming part of Rittenhouse's plot to change history.

Trust

La Dolce Vita
April 08, 2018

J. Paul Getty’s refusal to pay a single, solitary cent to his grandson’s captors has significant, unforeseen
consequences in Italy.



TURN: Washington's Spies

Belly of the Beast
July 29, 2017

As Abe is thrust into battle, Ben appeals to General Washington. Townsend risks everything, while Caleb
seeks redemption.

Victoria (Masterpiece)

Faith, Hope & Charity
February 04, 2018

News of the horrific famine in Ireland has finally reached the Queen. She is adamant that her
government should be doing more to help, but meets with surprising opposition from her Prime
Minister.

Vikings

Moments Of Vision
January 24, 2018

A sense of doom looms over Kattegat as bloodshed ensues. As the defeated army flees in the face of the
victors, a legendary warrior makes his way home.

The Walking Dead

Mercy
October 22, 2017

Rick and his group, along with the Kingdom and Hilltop, have banded together to bring the fight to
Negan and the Saviors.

The Walking Dead

Wrath
April 15, 2018

The communities join forces in the last stand against the Saviors as all-out war unfolds.

Westworld

Akane No Mai
May 20, 2018

Maeve finds a new voice. Dolores and Teddy face the realities of a future together.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Limited Series Or Movie

Alias Grace

Part 1
November 03, 2017

Young American doctor Simon Jordan arrives at Canada's Kingston Penitentiary to study the perplexing
mind of Grace Marks, a convicted murderer.

The Alienist

The Boy On The Bridge
January 22, 2018

New York City. 1896. When a young boy prostitute is found butchered on the Williamsburg Bridge, an
alienist named Laszlo Kreizler (Daniel Brühl), a newspaper illustrator, John Moore, (Luke Evans), a
secretary, Sara Howard (Dakota Fanning) and a police commissioner begin an investigation outside the
law to find the killer.

American Horror Story: Cult

Election Night
September 05, 2017

After the surprising results of the 2016 presidential election, a fearful woman's phobias begin to
resurface.

American Vandal

Premature Theories
September 15, 2017

After the documentary goes viral, Peter deals with publicity and sorts through various fan theories.
Video evidence from a party provides new clues.

The Assassination Of Gianni Versace: American Crime Story

The Man Who Would Be Vogue
January 17, 2018

The murder of Gianni Versace turns the eyes of world onto Miami Beach.

Autofac (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Society has collapsed, but an automatic product-manufacturing plant continues to operate in alignment
with consumerism. When a small band of humans decide to shut down the factory for good, they
discover they may actually be the perfect consumers after all.

Collateral

Episode 1
March 09, 2018

Probing what could be a random street shooting, DI Glaspie turns to the victim's frightened family for
clues. A key witness withholds evidence.



Comrade Detective

The Invisible Hand
August 04, 2017

After his partner is murdered, Bucharest Detective Gregor Anghel reluctantly teams up with new-to-the-
force Detective Joseph Baciu to hunt for the mysterious killer.

Echoes (Lore)

October 13, 2017

Dr. Walter Freeman is the father of the icepick lobotomy. He believes the ten-minute procedure will all
but end the need for the mental hospital. He has the best of intentions but winds up creating an entirely
new kind of horror story.

Fahrenheit 451

May 19, 2018

In an alternate tomorrow, fireman Montag burns books for a living. Under the guidance of his mentor
Beatty, Montag represses intellectual thought and battles terrorists who want to preserve freedom,
culture and history. Influenced by renegade Clarisse, Montag begins to question all he believes. Based
on Ray Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451.

Genius: Picasso

Chapter One
April 24, 2018

Pablo Picasso (Antonio Banderas) confronts the threat of fascism in Spain, and Young Pablo rejects
traditional painting to search for his own voice.

The Girlfriend Experience

Bria: Making Amends
December 17, 2017

An out-of-control and unstable Ian forces Bria to prepare for her day in court. Handcuffed and
blindfolded en route to the courthouse, Bria recalls her traumatic and criminal history with Donald as
she prepares to face him head-on.

The Girlfriend Experience

Erica & Anna: Family
December 03, 2017

Anna breaks some big news to Erica and Erica begins to feel increasing pressure at work.

Godless

Homecoming
November 22, 2017

While the residents of La Belle prepare for Frank's onslaught, Whitey seeks help from an unexpected
ally. Roy and Frank come to an understanding.



The Hood Maker (Philip K. Dick's Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

In a world without advanced technology, mutant telepaths have become humanity's only mechanism for
long distance communication. But their powers have unintended implications. When the public begin to
embrace mysterious, telepath-blocking hoods, two detectives with an entangled past are brought in to
investigate.

Howards End

Episode 1
April 08, 2018

Spring 1905, Margaret Schlegel, brother Tibby and Aunt Juley receive a letter from sister Helen, who is
visiting the Wilcoxes at Howards End. A misunderstanding sets in motion events that intertwine the
Schlegels’, Wilcoxes’ and the Basts’ lives.

Human Is (Philip K. Dick’s Electric Dreams)

January 12, 2018

Vera, a high-ranking military official on her planet, is overjoyed when her once cold hearted husband
returns from battle a changed man. Can this warm and loving person really be the same man or is it
something else entirely?

Little Women

Part Two
May 20, 2018

As Marmee waits by her husband’s sickbed, the March sisters must learn to cope without their parents.
A year passes and sees new additions to the March family. Jo moves to New York to pursue her writing,
but there is worry all around as Beth’s health and spirits flag.

The Long Road Home

The Road to War
November 07, 2017

It’s the first day on patrol for Task Force Lancer when troops under Lt. Shane Aguero are ambushed
during a routine sanitation mission.

The Looming Tower

Boys at War
March 21, 2018

Vince continues asking for permission to share Mihdhar’s visa with the FBI. O’Neill loses his briefcase
and an investigation into his handling of classified materials begins. A boy, radicalized after the CIA’s
retaliation attack killed his friend, travels to Yemen to start his own martyrdom journey.

Manhunt: Unabomber

Ted
August 29, 2017

One day in the life of Ted Kaczynski. After his Manifesto is finally published, Ted Kaczynski wrestles with
the question of what to do next. In a letter to his brother, he recounts key events from his past that
informed his decision to begin his terrorist activities.



Marvel's The Defenders

The "H" Word
August 18, 2017

Matt Murdock, Jessica Jones, Luke Cage, and Danny Rand investigate criminals and fight injustice,
unaware their paths are about to cross.

Mosaic

Ilsa From Finland
January 25, 2018

Joel’s New Year’s Eve whereabouts come under increased scrutiny after his bar buddy, Frank, admits
that their alibi was bogus. A visit to a New Year’s reveler clears up one issue, but the timing of another
remains unclear.

National Treasure: Kiri

Episode 1
April 04, 2018

Miriam Grayson is the social worker for 9-year old Kiri Akindele, who is due to be adopted by Alice and
Jim Warner. With the Warners' permission Miriam takes Kiri for an unsupervised visit to her grandfather
Tobi and his second wife Rochelle but when Kiri disappears Miriam is questioned by

Notes From the Field

February 24, 2018

A film adaptation of the acclaimed play, Notes From the Field, composed of excerpts from interviews
conducted by Tony and Pulitzer Prize nominee, Anna Deavere Smith, combines her mastery performing
real life characters and an investigation of how kids living in poverty get pushed out of school and into
prison.

Paterno

April 07, 2018

In the aftermath of the Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse scandal, Joe Paterno, the winningest coach in
college football history finds his legacy challenged and is forced to confront questions of personal
culpability and institutional failure in regard to the victims.

Patrick Melrose

Bad News
May 12, 2018

Controlled by several addictions, Patrick Melrose involuntarily flies to New York to collect his father’s
ashes. During a lost Manhattan weekend, Patrick’s remorseless search for satisfaction, haunted by old
acquaintances and insistent inner voices, sends him into a nightmarish spiral. He pushes body and mind
to the very edge.

Picnic at Hanging Rock

Episode 1.01
May 25, 2018

Late 19th century, Hester Appleyard arrives in Australia, haunted by a secret past. Now in the new
world, she establishes a successful school for young ladies. But on Valentine’s Day, 1900, the
headmistress allows her pupils to picnic at Hanging Rock where something unthinkable happens.



Rellik

Scarred
April 20, 2018

Gabriel comes face to face with the prime suspect in the serial murders, but his deep personal
connection to the case could risk jeopardizing his career. Gabriel becomes increasingly more desperate
to crack the case as events begin to spiral out of his control.

The Sinner

Part I
August 02, 2017

An unassuming housewife violently stabs a beachgoer to death sparking an investigation by local police
and sudden confusion in a small town.

The Tale

May 26, 2018

Revisiting a story she wrote at thirteen, a documentary filmmaker (Laura Dern) faces life- altering
questions about her first sexual experience and the elusive nature of memory. The Tale is director
Jennifer Fox’s personal memoir examining the journey from denial to truth—and the stories we tell
ourselves to survive.

The Terror

A Mercy
April 23, 2018

With the end of their foodstuffs in sight, and no signs of a thaw, the expedition's officers accept the
harrowing reality that their best chance of survival may lie in an eight-hundred mile walk out. A plan is
hatched to raise their spirits before the captains deliver this dismaying news.

Top of the Lake: China Girl

The Battle of the Mothers
September 12, 2017

Robin must dig deep to confront the fact that a gunman has taken Mary hostage from Silk 41 and the
brothel might be a link to the missing surrogates.

Twin Peaks

Part 8
June 25, 2017

Gotta light?

Unsolved: The Murders Of Tupac And The Notorious B.I.G.

Wherever It Leads
February 27, 2018

In 1997, Detective Russell Poole launches the first major investigation into the murder of The Notorious
B.I.G. Ten years later, Detective Greg Kading re-opens the still-unsolved case.



USS Callister (Black Mirror)

December 29, 2017

Capt. Robert Daly presides over his crew with wisdom and courage. But a new recruit will soon discover
nothing on this spaceship is what it seems.

Waco

Operation Showtime
February 07, 2018

With the ATF siege in motion, assault vehicles storm the Mount Carmel compound and exchange
gunfire, which begins a 51-day standoff.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Comedy Or Drama Series (Half-Hour) And
Animation

American Dad!

The Long Bomb
August 14, 2017

Stan and Hayley attend a football game together. A gang of criminals takes over the stadium in an
attempt to rob it. The criminals take Hayley hostage and Stan works to foil their plans. Meanwhile, the
rest of the family watches the game on TV at their home.

American Housewife

Field Day
February 28, 2018

Katie wants to prove to the Westport moms that she is fully capable of competing at Field Day at Anna-
Kat's school, but ends up taking the competition a little too seriously.

Archer

Archer: Danger Island - A Warrior in Costume
May 16, 2018

Archer keeps an eye out for a past nemesis.

Arrested Development

Premature Independence
May 29, 2018

It’s the 2nd of July and therefore the fourth of July parade in Newport – Soon, Gob is trapped halfway
through a sexuality changing illusion, Lindsay’s float simultaneously offends both ends of the political
spectrum and Buster is freed from jail, moments before he makes his jail break.

Ash Vs Evil Dead

Judgement Day
April 22, 2018

Pablo's role as Brujo Especiale has him straddle the worlds of good and evil to keep the rift open for Ash
to save Brandy and Kelly, but they run into a snag. Ruby and Kaya faceoff with The Dark Ones.

Ash Vs Evil Dead

The Mettle Of Man
April 29, 2018

The Ghostbeaters are put to the ultimate test to defeat a global demon infestation whose epicenter is
Elk Grove. Ash, Pablo, Kelly and Brandy gear up for battle one last time to save the world!

Atlanta

Teddy Perkins
April 05, 2018

Darius is trippin in this one. Y'all know I woulda been left.



Atypical

The Silencing Properties Of Snow
August 11, 2017

After a disastrous dinner with Paige's family, Sam makes amends at the school dance. Casey's fury at
her mom affects her relationship with Evan.

Ballers

Bull Rush
July 30, 2017

In Las Vegas on business, Spencer gets reacquainted with Chloe, an old flame working for Wayne. Set up
by Joe to represent Kisan, Jason ends up sweating it out in a tough neighborhood. Charles gets a public-
speaking primer from Julie; Vernon and Reggie make a risky endorsement deal.

Barry

Chapter Seven: Loud, Fast And Keep Going
May 06, 2018

A deadly shootout at the airstrip forces Barry to make a difficult decision, and threatens his
participation in Sally’s big stage moment, compromising her chance to impress another Hollywood
agent. Pazar blames Fuches for convincing him to declare war on Cristobal Sifuentes, a ruthless yet
civilized Bolivian drug lord.

Baskets

A Night At The Opera
February 13, 2018

Chip incorporates a San Joaquin Valley earthiness into his clown routine.

Better Things

Graduation
November 16, 2017

Sam and fam are tilted.

Big Mouth

The Pornscape
September 29, 2017

Andrew tries to drown his sorrows in a sea of porn, only to become hopelessly addicted. Coach Steve
becomes a suspect in a murder spree.

black-ish

Juneteenth
October 03, 2017

The Johnsons go to a school play about Columbus Day, and Dre is dismayed by the historically
inaccurate way that the holiday is portrayed. He feels like there aren't enough black holidays, so he
enlists Aloe Blacc to help raise awareness for a holiday worth celebrating: Juneteenth.



BoJack Horseman

Time's Arrow
September 08, 2017

In 1963, young socialite Beatrice Sugarman meets the rebellious Butterscotch Horseman at her
debutante party.

Classical Baby: The Lullaby Shows

Classical Baby: The Lullaby Shows
December 24, 2017 - December 25, 2017

Classical Baby returns with lullabies from around the world brought to life in magical animation.
Featuring songs by Harry Belafonte, Corinne Bailey Rae, Miriam Makeba, Paul McCartney, Itzhak
Perlman and more, the Lullaby Show is an introduction to some of the dreamiest music ever written.

Cobra Kai

Mercy
May 02, 2018

The highly-anticipated All Valley Karate Tournament brings Johnny and Daniel on opposite sides again,
except this time, the new generation of karate students are the combatants. Who will pay the price for
ultimate victory?

Crashing

Artie
February 18, 2018

Pete’s decision to organize a secret benefit for an ailing comedy vet finds him scrambling to put on a
good show and being forced to face some hard truths about Artie.

Curb Your Enthusiasm

Fatwa!
December 03, 2017

Larry plans a paintball game for the cast of Fatwa! the same day as Sammi’s wedding. Lin’s eccentric
cousins stay at Larry’s house, and Larry feels he wasn’t properly thanked. Larry and Lin duel with paint
guns and Larry accidentally shoots Lin in the throat, putting an end to “Fatwa!”

Dear White People

Chapter VII
May 04, 2018

After bombing at a stand-up comedy set, Troy sets out on a shroom-fueled quest to find his true voice,
connecting with friends and exes along the way.

Detectorists

Episode 3
January 15, 2018

The comedy follows two oddball metal detecting enthusiasts scouring the English countryside for
treasure. Now sharing the field, Andy (Mackenzie Crook) and Lance (Toby Jones) race Simon and
Garfunkel for first dibs. Fed up with his archaeology job, Andy makes a rash decision, and Lance receives
an unexpected visitor.



Divorce

Alone Again, Naturally
March 04, 2018

Season finale. Robert and Jackie move toward a new step in their real estate business. Frances faces the
fallout of a successful opening at her gallery, and enlists Robert's help with a home repair project. A
returned favor from Frances sets Diane on a bender, which haunts her at another eventful party.

The End Of The F***ing World

Episode 3
January 05, 2018

Hoping to lie low for a few days, the pair breaks into a home stocked with swanky amenities - and a
disturbing secret.

Episodes

Episode 5
September 24, 2017

When Matt’s father drops dead at Target, Matt – with Sean and Beverly’s reluctant help – must deal
with his remains. On a beach at midnight, Matt finally faces his father’s loss.

Everything Sucks!

We Were Merely Freshmen
February 16, 2018

The Boring community comes together for the movie premiere, where angst simmers even as wounds
heal and relationships blossom.

Family Guy

Three Directors
November 05, 2017

In a special anthology-style episode, Peter gets fired from the brewery in the signature styles of three
famous Hollywood film directors; Quentin Tarantino, Wes Anderson, and Michael Bay.

Friends From College

Second Wedding
July 14, 2017

Tensions flare, suspicions grow and mics drop at a lavish wedding reception, where Ethan takes his new
persona out for a spin.

Ghosted

Lockdown
October 22, 2017

LaFrey's boss puts the whole office on lockdown when a deadly amphibious creature escapes in The
Bureau Underground, giving Max and Leroy only 30 minutes to eliminate the threat.



GLOW

Pilot
June 23, 2017

Desperate to jump-start her career, struggling actress Ruth Wilder heads to a casting call at an LA gym
-- and quickly realizes it's not a typical audition.

The Goldbergs

Dinner With The Goldbergs
January 10, 2018

Erica warns Geoff about going to dinner with her family to celebrate her birthday, but he insists. Upon
arrival, it's apparent this will be no ordinary dinner out.

The Good Place

Janet & Michael
October 26, 2017

When the Neighborhood experiences a small glitch, Michael (Ted Danson) has to resolve the issue with
Janet (D'Arcy Carden) before it gets out of control.

Grace and Frankie

The Home
January 19, 2018

Prompted by their children, Grace and Frankie make a change. Robert and Sol channel some fresh
energy into their marriage.

grown-ish

Erase Your Social
February 15, 2018

Zoey lands the internship of her dreams but her reputation and job are on the line when she
accidentally leaks classified information.

The Guest Book

Story Ten
September 28, 2017

A tiny cottage in a tiny town and a whole heck of a lot of baggage. The mountain townsfolk must grapple
with the consequences of their actions from recent months.

Insecure

Hella Blows
August 27, 2017

Dro calls Molly and she ends the call when her mother calls but declines her mother's call. Issa goes to
her neighbor Eddie's apartment unannounced to have sex but he is with another woman. Lawrence gets
a rude-awakening after pitching his app when the owners are overly polite but disinterested.



LA to Vegas

Jack Silver
April 03, 2018

The CEO of the airline boards the flight in LA going to Vegas and tries to divert the flight to Mexico to
avoid getting arrested by the FBI waiting for him at the Las Vegas airport.

Lady Dynamite

Little Manila
November 10, 2017

When the plans for Maria's second wedding hit a snag, her new friends in the Filipino community step in
to throw her an unforgettable party.

The Last Man On Earth

Karl
January 07, 2018

Tandy and Todd stumble upon a new survivor, Karl, who has been trapped in a high-security prison in
Mexico ever since the virus hit.

Love

Sarah From College
March 09, 2018

When Gus bumps into an ex at a wedding, Mickey realizes there's a lot she still doesn't know about his
past.

Man With A Plan

Adam Gets Neighborly
December 18, 2017

Adam and Andi try to get back in their neighbors' good graces after no one shows up to their potluck
dinner. Matt LeBlanc, Liza Snyder, Kevin Nealon, Tim Meadows, Sherri Shepherd

Mike Judge Presents: Tales From the Tour Bus

Johnny Paycheck
September 22, 2017

Series premiere. Outlaw country singer Johnny Paycheck's rise to stardom and the infamous bar fight
where he shot a man over a turtle soup recipe, which led to a high-profile trial, a prison sentence and
one of his greatest hits, “Old Violin.”

Modern Family

Lake Life
September 27, 2017

Jay forces the family to take their family vacation on a houseboat on a lake in an effort to create
memories that will last long after he's gone.



Mom

Poodle Fuzz and a Twinge of Jealousy FKA: (A Helper Monkey and a Full Head of Hair)
November 30, 2017

When an injury temporarily lands Bonnie in a wheelchair, Christy takes over as building manager and
makes a surprising discovery.

Mozart in the Jungle

Domo Arigato
February 16, 2018

Hailey faces off against new peers at the Fukusoft Conducting Competition in Japan. Rodrigo meets a
new composer who claims to know more about Mozart than he does. Gloria tries to eclipse Betty in her
fight for Fukumoto's attention, and Thomas is reluctantly reunited with an old flame.

Odd Mom Out

Homo Erectus
August 09, 2017

At the annual family sleepover night at The Brewton Museum of Natural History, animal instinct takes
over: Brooke has cold feet about Lex going to Mars, Simone reveals her unexpected true love, Vanessa
surprises herself and Andy realizes he’s been chasing the wrong girl all year.

On My Block

Chapter One
March 16, 2018

As the first day of high school approaches, Monse returns from writing camp to find that Ruby and
Jamal are on the outs with Cesar.

One Day at a Time

Homecoming
January 26, 2018

At the kids' school dance, Elena tries to appear popular in front of Syd, and chaperones Penelope and
Max reach a milestone in their relationship.

Our Cartoon President

Government Shutdown
March 25, 2018

Our Cartoon President lets loose while General Kelly is out of town, throwing a party in the wake of a
government shutdown and inspiring congressional leaders to have a wild night in a hot tub.

The Ranch

Wrapped Up In You
December 15, 2017

Wondering if he's ready to marry Abby, Colt seeks romantic advice from an unlikely source: Beau.
Rooster hires a flaky new waitress.



Room 104

Pizza Boy
August 04, 2017

A pizza delivery boy gets caught up in a couple's twisted games.

Ryan Hansen Solves Crimes on Television

Freezed
October 25, 2017

Seven public domain princesses are murdered, and Ryan and Mathers need to solve the case before the
killer strikes again. Kristen Bell guest stars in an unlikely role.

Santa Clarita Diet

Easels and War Paint
March 23, 2018

Sheila and Joel piece together the previous night's events while dealing with a professional setback.
Abby gets a bold new look, courtesy of Lisa.

She's Gotta Have It

#LBD (LITTLE BLACK DRESS)
November 23, 2017

After a setback, Nola tries to regain her power and confidence with help from a little black dress. But
the effect isn't what she hoped.

Silicon Valley

Fifty-One Percent
May 13, 2018

Season finale. The launch of PiperNet finds Monica suspicious of an early success, and the team must
race against the clock as their future is threatened. Realizing he's made more enemies then friends,
Richard makes a surprising move.

The Simpsons

Gone Boy
December 10, 2017

Bart Simpson vanishes. Sideshow Bob rages that his nemesis may be dead and not by Bob’s hand. Then,
a ray of murderous hope appears when Bart is discovered alive and trapped in a missile silo. Bob must
finally decide what it truly is he wants in life.

SMILF

Mark's Lunch & Two Cups of Coffee
December 31, 2017

Tutu prepares to go on a cruise. Rafi moves out of sober living and in with Nelson. Bridge believes she
has matched with her estranged Dad on Tinder. Supported by Tutu and Nelson, Bridge finally confronts
her abuser only to learn the man is not her father. Season finale.



Speechless

N-O-- NOMINEE
March 21, 2018

JJ travels to a film festival where he's nominated for an award, but is upset when he learns why he's
being honored. Jimmy struggles to protect Dylan from the truth about an impending eviction. Ray takes
an unlikely and painful route to basketball stardom in hopes of winning back Taylor.

Star Wars Rebels

A World Between Worlds
February 26, 2018

While his rebel friends occupy Imperial forces, Ezra gains access to a hidden chamber inside the Jedi
Temple where he experiences a stunning world between worlds and has a revelation that changes him
forever.

Survivor's Remorse

The Gala
September 17, 2017

Missy has planned an extraordinary gala which will promote the altruistic goals of The Calloway
Philanthropic Trust. Anyone who is anyone in Atlanta will be there. Cam’s enthusiasm is infectious. His
efforts to make the gala the most gut-wrenching emotionally charged event in years come true.

Sweetbitter

It's Mine
May 31, 2018

After a long night of partying until sunrise, Tess finds herself in a less than ideal state for her big day at
the restaurant. The blows keep coming as Tess learns more about her coworkers, injures herself, and
makes a mistake that could endanger her chances of being hired.

This Close

The Chances
March 01, 2018

When Michael’s mother (Marlee Matlin) and brother arrive for Thanksgiving, upsetting secrets are
spilled while others are hushed up. Bad tempers threaten Kate’s vision of a perfect holiday meal.

The Tick

The End of the Beginning (Of the Start of the Dawn of the Age of Superheroes)
August 25, 2017

The Tick and Arthur find themselves on a final collision course with The Terror as he attempts to bring
his evil plans to fruition.

Transparent

Standing Order
September 21, 2017

An exciting offer draws Maura to Tel Aviv. Hoping for a fresh start, Shelly sells her condo and shacks up
with Josh. Grappling with their family's weird intimacy issues, Sarah, Ali, and Josh attend a sex and love
addicts meeting together.



Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt

Party Monster: Scratching the Surface
May 30, 2018

DJ Fingablast (Derek Klena) stars in and narrates a documentary about his quest to find the DJ who
inspired him as a kid: DJ Slizzard, aka Reverend Richard (Jon Hamm). But things take a dramatic turn
when he learns that his hero is now in prison.

Vice Principals

The Union of the Wizard & the Warrior
November 12, 2017

Series finale. The school year comes to a startling end.

Vida

Episode 105
May 31, 2018

Still wound up from her encounter with Cruz, Emma struggles to find relief. Luckily, Lyn shows up for
her when she needs it most. Mari refuses to be a victim and confronts Tlaloc.

Wet Hot American Summer: Ten Years Later

Rain
August 04, 2017

As a storm lashes the camp, tensions between lovers and rivals boil over, and Vic's date takes a turn for
the weird.

Will & Grace

How to Succeed in Business Without Really Crying
October 26, 2017

Grace tries for her biggest job yet, decorating a hotel chain for an obnoxious mogul; Will has a
surprising reaction to making senior partner; Beverly Leslie tells Karen his big secret; Jack fights for
half of a winning lottery ticket.

Younger

Post Truth
June 28, 2017

Liza deals with the aftermath of coming clean with Kelsey and Charles tests their synchronicity; Kelsey
and Josh become unlikely allies.

End of Category



Outstanding Sound Mixing For A Variety Series Or Special

53rd Academy Of Country Music Awards

April 15, 2018

The Academy of Country Music Celebrates and awards the very best of the years country artists.

All Def Comedy

Episode 1
December 01, 2017

Taped before a live audience at the Avalon in Los Angeles, this all-new stand-up series is hosted by
comedian Tony Rock and features stand-up performances in a variety of styles, spotlighting up-and-
coming comics, as well as “Def Comedy” veterans.

America's Got Talent

Episode 1215
August 29, 2017

America's Got Talent is a true variety experience showcasing amateur talent from around the world and
covers all genres of acts, from singing to magic to comedy.

2017 American Music Awards

November 19, 2017

The 2017 American Music Awards showcased the year’s biggest names in music. Diana Ross received the
Lifetime Achievement Award and Pink & Kelly Clarkson teamed up for the first time ever to honor the
victims and first responders of the many tragedies of 2017. Hosted by Tracee Ellis Ross.

Barbra: The Music... The Mem'ries... The Magic!

November 22, 2017

Iconic songstress Barbra Streisand culminates her 13-city tour in Miami with dazzling ballads, Broadway
standards and stories from behind the scenes.

2018 Billboard Music Awards

May 20, 2018

The 2018 Billboard Music Awards was hosted by Kelly Clarkson and featured performances by Ariana
Grande, Camila Cabello, Christina Aguilera & Demi Lovato, Shawn Mendes & Khalid featuring the Marjory
Stoneman Douglas High School Show Choir and a performance by Billboard Icon Award recipient Jackson
Jackson.

Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular

July 04, 2017

The Boston Pops Fireworks Spectacular, one of the country’s premier Independence Day celebrations,
annually draws a crowd of more than 500,000 people to the Hatch Memorial Shell located on Boston's
Charles River Esplanade.



Bruno Mars: 24K Magic Live At The Apollo

January 26, 2018

Bruno Mars premieres his first primetime television special, taped at the legendary Apollo Theater, with
an epic performance atop the landmark marquee and exhilarating, never-before-seen stage
performances throughout the broadcast. Mars and his band the Hooligans also take to the streets,
singing and entertaining locals in exciting, intimate, must-see moments.

Carpool Karaoke Primetime Special 2018

April 23, 2018

James Corden’s annual Primetime Special, featuring a brand new Carpool Karaoke with Christina
Aguilera (and special guest Melissa McCarthy), a “Sound of Music” Crosswalk: the Musical with Allison
Janney, Anna Faris, Kunal Nayyar and Iain Armitage, as well as highlights from the last year.

A Christmas Story Live!

December 17, 2017

Ralphie Parker spends most of his time dodging a bully and dreaming of his ideal Christmas gift, a "Red
Ryder air rifle." Frequently at odds with his cranky dad but comforted by his doting mother, Ralphie
struggles to make it to Christmas Day with his glasses and his hopes intact.

CONAN Without Borders

CONAN Without Borders: Italy
April 11, 2018

Conan takes a whirlwind trip through Italy with fan favorite producer Jordan Schlansky.

The Daily Show With Trevor Noah

Episode 22144
August 23, 2017

President Trump holds a divisive rally in Phoenix, Roy Wood Jr. profiles "Michael the Black Man," and
Andra Day and Bryan Stevenson discuss the Lynching in America project.

Dancing With The Stars

Finale
November 21, 2017

The three finalists advance to the final stage of the competition, and a Season 25 champion is crowned
in night two of the season finale.

Dick Clark's New Years Rockin' Eve 2018 With Ryan Seacrest

December 31, 2017

The iconic New Year’s celebration was held live from Times Square. Highlights included the midnight
countdown by Ryan Seacrest with Jenny McCarthy, live performances by Camila Cabello, Nick Jonas,
Sugarland and Mariah Carey and coverage of the Times Square crowd ringing in the New Year.



Earth Live

July 09, 2017

Hosted by Jane Lynch and Phil Keoghan, Earth Live gives viewers access to key locations across six
continents as world-renowned cinematographers use cutting-edge technology to showcase a number of
wildlife firsts.

EIF Presents: XQ Super School Live

September 08, 2017

EIF Presents: XQ Super School Live, a multi-network simulcast, showed how communities can unite to
transform high schools so every young person can succeed. Teachers, parents and students rallied
alongside Tom Hanks, Viola Davis, Lin-Manuel Miranda, Jennifer Hudson and more to help give America's
students the education they deserve.

Elton John: I'm Still Standing - A Grammy Salute

April 10, 2018

The Recording Academy celebrated 50 years of the songwriting team of Elton John and Bernie Taupin
with an all star special that featured 16 of their greatest hits interpreted by the likes of Lady Gaga, Ed
Sheeran, John Legend, Miley Cyrus, Little Big Town and many more.A

Falsettos (Live From Lincoln Center)

October 27, 2017

Broadway Revival of William Finn's Tony-winning musical. Tells the story a Jewish family man who leaves
his wife and son for a male lover during the height of the AIDS crisis in 1980s New York. Stars Tony-
winner Christian Borle and Tony-nominees Andrew Rannells & Stephanie J. Block.

Felipe Esparza: Translate This

September 30, 2017

Best-known for his raw and real comedy style that’s relatable to audiences everywhere, comedian Felipe
Esparza stars in this stand-up comedy special, finding humor in his experience as an immigrant in the
U.S., a single dad and now as a married man in a culturally-blended family.

Full Frontal with Samantha Bee

Episode 2062
October 25, 2017

Full Frontal serves up the scariest Halloween fright— an entire show on climate change! With special
guest, Ingrid Michaelson.

Full Frontal with Samantha Bee Presents: The Great American* Puerto Rico (*It's
Complicated)

March 28, 2018

Full Frontal travels to Puerto Rico to see how Americans are doing post-Hurricane Maria…and to remind
our government that Puerto Ricans are Americans! Highlights include special guest appearances,
adventures with our correspondents, and unforgettable stories from inspiring Puerto Rican citizens
who’ve endured the longest blackout in US history.



George Lopez: The Wall – Live! From Washington, D.C.

August 05, 2017

Airing live from Washington D.C., George Lopez stars in his stand-up special. Not one to shy away from
current, hot-button issues, Lopez offers his unique take on raising kids, mortality, immortality,
reflections on his childhood and the 45th president’s pledge to build a border wall between the U.S. and
Mexico.

60th Annual Grammy Awards

January 28, 2018

The Grammy Music Awards is the year’s premier showcase of groundbreaking performances by the
industry’s most influential artists, legendary performers, and new talent. The Grammy Music Awards
honors the work of performers, composers, producers, arrangers, and engineers reaching a major
milestone with the 60th edition of this annual show.

Gwen Stefani's You Make It Feel Like Christmas

December 12, 2017

A new take on the classic holiday special, Gwen Stefani brings her unique vocal style to traditional
Christmas songs and performs in lively themed sketches.

Jesus Christ Superstar Live in Concert

April 01, 2018

JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR aired live Easter Sunday as a concert staging of Tim Rice and Andrew Lloyd
Webber's rock musical, starring John Legend as Jesus Christ, Sara Bareilles as Mary Magdalene, Brandon
Victor Dixon as Judas and Alice Cooper as King Herod.

The Jim Jefferies Show

Jim Attends the March for Our Lives
March 27, 2018

Jim looks at the GOP's attempts to ignore the gun debate, attends a March For Our Lives rally and
explains why teens are so successful at advocating for gun control.

Jimmy Kimmel Live!

(RED) Show featuring Kristen Bell, Bryan Cranston, Rita Wilson, Ashton Kutcher, DJ Khaled, Sean Penn,
Bono, Chris Martin and Sean ""Diddy"" Combs
November 28, 2017

Jimmy Kimmel Live once again joined forces with Bono and (RED) for a special episode in an effort to
raise awareness and money to help the fight against AIDS. Jimmy and Bono were joined by Julia
Roberts, Channing Tatum, Kristen Bell, DJ Khaled, Neil Patrick Harris, Halsey and The Killers.

La Traviata (Great Performances At The Met)

August 25, 2017

Soprano Sonya Yoncheva offers a heartrending performance as Violetta, the noble courtesan at the
center of Verdi’s beloved tragedy. Michael Fabiano is her ardent lover Alfredo, with baritone Thomas
Hampson as his stern father Germont. Nicola Luisotti conducts an energetic performance of Willy
Decker’s spare yet evocative staging.



Last Week Tonight with John Oliver

Episode 421
August 13, 2017

Main story: As nuclear tensions continue to escalate between the U.S. and North Korea, LWT enlists
“Weird Al” Yankovich to perform some accordion-based diplomacy; plus, bipartisan criticism of Trump’s
failure to explicitly condemn white supremacists at Virginia rally.

Late Night With Seth Meyers

Episode 0628
December 19, 2017

This episode begins with a monologue featuring jokes on the Disney animatronic Trump. Other sketches
are “Seth Explains Teen Slang” and “Late Night Casserole” which takes half-baked ideas and blends
them together. Seth MacFarlane and Karlie Kloss are the guests and MacFarlane performs the standard
“Almost Like Being in Love”.

The Late Show with Stephen Colbert

Episode 438
January 30, 2018

An hour after Trump's State of the Union, Stephen delivered his State of the State of the Union in a live
broadcast from the Ed Sullivan Theater. Guest: Hosts of Pod Save America; Hosts of 2 Dope Queens;
Chris Stapleton

Leslie Odom, Jr. in Concert (Live From Lincoln Center)

April 27, 2018

Best known for his killer performances in "Hamilton" and "Murder on the Orient Express," this Tony
Award winner shows his artistic journey is only beginning.

2017 LOGO Trailblazer Honors

June 23, 2017

"Trailblazers" is Logo's annual event that celebrates the pioneers who have broken new ground in the
quest for LGBT civil rights. Last year, “Will & Grace” creators Max Mutchnick and David Kohan were
recognized in celebration of the show’s legendary characters who paved the way for LGBTQ programs
today.

The Magical Wand Chase: A Sesame Street Special

November 11, 2017

While taking her friends on a magical hot air balloon, Abby Cadabby loses her wand to a curious bird
(voiced by Elizabeth Banks). While chasing the bird, they visit new neighborhoods, and discover new
foods, music and languages – learning that kindness is universal and friends can be found anywhere.

Michael Jackson's Halloween

October 27, 2017

Millennials Vincent and Victoria meet "accidentally" on Halloween night and find themselves at a
mysterious hotel. Once inside, Vincent and Victoria are sent on an unexpected, magical adventure of
personal discovery. Featuring the voices of Christine Baranski, Alan Cumming, Brad Garrett, and Jim
Parsons and the music of Michael Jackson.



Michelle Wolf: Nice Lady

December 02, 2017

Comedian Michelle Wolf deftly tackles a wide range of topics from her surprising thoughts on feminism,
the environment and how nature is sexist to the mystery surrounding public bathrooms, why Hilary
Clinton could not be a “nice lady” and more of life’s everyday absurdities.

2017 MTV Video Music Awards

August 27, 2017

The 2017 VMAs returned to the west coast last year at The Forum in Inglewood, California. The show
opened with Kendrick Lamar and P!nk accepted her Video Vanguard award with a powerful speech about
individuality and self-acceptance inspired by her daughter Willow, reminding those watching to be their
true selves.

Night Of Too Many Stars: America Unites For Autism Programs

November 18, 2017

Jon Stewart hosts comedy all-stars fundraising for autism schools and services through unique auctions,
sketches, stand-up and music. Featuring Chris Rock, Stephen Colbert, Samantha Bee, John Oliver, Olivia
Munn, Adam Sandler, Robert DeNiro, Ben Stiller, Abbi Jacobson, Ilana Glazer, John Mulaney, Michelle
Wolf, Hasan Minhaj, Carly Fleishmann and many more.

The Oscars

March 04, 2018

A three-and-a-half hour global broadcast, honoring actors and filmmakers, hosted by Jimmy Kimmel,
televised in the U.S. and more than 100 countries from Austria to Uruguay, featuring 24 awards from
sound editing to best picture.

Portlandia

Riot Spray
January 18, 2018

Spyke gets his old band back together. Podcasters investigate a police station. Candace brings Toni to
her childhood summer home. Brendan & Michelle consider buying a van. Henry Rollins (Black Flag),
Nirvana bassist Krist Novoselic and Fugazi drummer Brendan Canty make appearances.

Real Time With Bill Maher

Episode 1610
April 06, 2018

Bill Maher hosts an always live roundtable discussion recapping the week’s news. The show ended as
always with “New Rules” and an editorial examining why we don’t treat our teachers better.

2018 Rock and Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony

May 05, 2018

With heartfelt speeches and once-in-a lifetime musical performances and collaborations, the 33rd
annual Rock & Roll Hall of Fame Induction Ceremony celebrates 2018’s honorees: Bon Jovi, The Moody
Blues, Nina Simone, The Cars, Sister Rosetta Tharpe, and Dire Straits.



Super Bowl LII Halftime Show Starring Justin Timberlake

February 04, 2018

Justin Timberlake performs on the Super Bowl Halftime show

The Tonight Show Starring Jimmy Fallon

Episode 0816
February 04, 2018

THE TONIGHT SHOW STARRING JIMMY FALLON goes to Minneapolis for the Super Bowl. Jimmy performs
as Bob Dylan, has a “Songversation” with Justin Timberlake, and talks to the cast of This Is Us and
Dwayne ‘The Rock’ Johnson. Plus, Justin Timberlake performs “Supplies” and “Say Something” featuring
Chris Stapleton.

Tracey Ullman's Show

Episode 1
October 20, 2017

Season premiere. Dame Judi Dench is finally apprehended, but will being a national treasure be enough
to get her off the hook? Other sketches include a workaholic Clare Balding, Angela Merkel grieving
Brexit and Nicola Sturgeon kidnapping JK Rowling.

2 Dope Queens: New York

February 02, 2018

2 Dope Queens, featuring Jessica Williams and Phoebe Robinson tapes before a live audience at
Brooklyn’s King Theatre. These fun and fearless queens dish on Cocoa Khaleesis, dating white baes, sex,
New York living, which borough has the best pizza and so much more.

2017 VH1 Hip Hop Honors: '90s Game Changers

September 18, 2017

After honoring legendary women in hip hop last year, Hip Hop Honors returned to celebrate the golden
era of hip hop: the 1990s. Host Regina Hall brought us through the major television, music video and
collaboration moments that brought hip hop into the mainstream.

The Voice

Live Finale (Part 2)
May 22, 2018

It's the moment America and the Top 4 - Addison, Chloe, Red and Brooke - have been waiting for: THE
VOICE Season 13 winner is revealed! Plus, Season 12 winner Chris Blue debuts his new single.

World of Dance

The Qualifiers 1
June 01, 2017

In "The Qualifiers" round 1, the world's elite dance acts from all ages and dance genres enter the "World
Of Dance" arena to face off in the challenge of a lifetime.



WrestleMania 34

April 08, 2018

Brock Lesnar and Roman Reigns end their vicious rivalry in a Universal Championship Match. Will The
Undertaker accept John Cena’s challenge for one last match? WWE Champion AJ Styles defends his title
against Royal Rumble winner Shinsuke Nakamura. The Showcase of the Immortals returns to a sold-out
Superdome.

Wyatt Cenac's Problem Areas

Automation Problems, Beauty Problems, Gun Problems
April 27, 2018

Wyatt discusses the threat of robots taking our jobs, proposes an alternative to environmentally
harmful beauty products, and learns about ways to arm cops with tools that are less lethal than guns.

End of Category


